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FED. R. APP. P. 35(B)(1) STATEMENT IN SUPPORT OF REHEARING EN 
BANC

Rehearing en banc is warranted because the panel’s opinion conflicts with 

the decisions of this Court and the Supreme Court and involves questions of 

exceptional importance.   

The questions warranting rehearing en banc are: 

1.  Whether civil detainees’ right to adequate medical care encompasses a 

right to screening conducted by properly trained individuals supervised by medical 

professionals. 

2.  Whether, having found the existence of constitutional violations, a 

district court may decline to fully remedy them based on government expense. 
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ER392.  As the district court recognized, the Constitution prohibits the government 

from treating anyone in this fashion, let alone civil detainees.  Nevertheless, the 

court refused to grant preliminary injunctive relief requiring the government to 

fulfill its constitutional obligations to provide adequate medical screening, sleeping 

accommodations, and showers.   

In affirming this order, the panel committed fundamental errors that demand 

en banc review.  First, in holding that the district court properly declined to ensure 

medical screening is conducted by individuals qualified to perform that critical 

task, the panel faulted Plaintiffs for failing to produce evidence: (1) that 

Defendants are subjectively aware of the inadequacy of their medical-screening 

process; and (2) that the substantial, unreasonable risks associated with this 

screening had already resulted in “dire consequences.”  In both respects, the panel 

departed from established law.  Both this Court and the Supreme Court have held 

that only convicted prisoners (protected by the Eighth Amendment) must meet 

such a subjective standard, and that pretrial or civil detainees like Plaintiffs 

(protected by Due Process) need not.  Both this Court and the Supreme Court have 

also held that exposing a detainee to an unnecessary risk of harm—not just the 

realization of that risk—violates the Constitution.  En banc review is needed to 

prevent the panel’s errors from sowing confusion in this important area of law, and 
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to ensure that Plaintiffs are afforded the adequate medical screening to which they 

are entitled. 

Second, in holding that the district court had not abused its discretion in 

refusing to order Defendants to provide the beds, mattress, and showers the 

Constitution guarantees, the panel relied entirely on the financial costs Defendants 

might incur.  Yet as this Court has long held, such costs cannot justify either 

continued constitutional violations or the denial of preliminary relief to address 

such violations.  Review is necessary to make clear that the government cannot 

evade its constitutional obligations simply because compliance might be 

expensive.

Rehearing or rehearing en banc should be granted. 

STATEMENT 

A.   Factual Background 

1. The Tucson Sector stations 

Plaintiffs are a certified class of civil detainees confined in U.S. Customs 

and Border Protection facilities. They are generally apprehended following 

grueling, perilous journeys that have left them exhausted and dehydrated.  ER458; 

ER454.  Many are in need of immediate medical care.  ER458. 

Upon apprehension, Plaintiffs are taken to one of eight Tucson Sector 

“stations.”  ER5.  These stations were not designed for overnight detention.  

ER608; ER575.  But the processing of individuals often takes a substantial amount 
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of time.  As a result, thousands of individuals each year are held in these facilities 

for 24, 48, or even 72 hours or more.  ER860.  

2.   Defendants’ inadequate medical care 

While the eight Tucson Sector stations held roughly 65,000 individuals 

during 2016, none of the stations has a single medical professional (such as a 

doctor or registered nurse) on staff.  ER171-172.  Instead, Defendants rely on 

Border Patrol agents—who generally have received nothing more than basic first-

aid training—to assess class members’ medical needs.  ER768-769; ER115-116; 

ER564-565.

Border Patrol agents provide the only medical screening class members 

receive.  But the agents are not trained to discern whether an individual has any 

particular needs beyond emergency medical care that require additional attention.  

ER319.  As a result, these agents merely conduct “a basic field interview” of each 

individual, which involves “brief questioning” and a “kind of pretty common sense 

looking at somebody, are they injured, are they bleeding, are they hobbling, is 

there something wrong with their leg, are they, you know, sweating profusely, 

coughing.”  ER98-99; ER116.  They are likely to miss signs of infectious diseases 

such as measles and chicken pox—which may spread rapidly through the 

overcrowded detainee population.  ER286-287; ER322-323.  
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Because of these cursory “screenings,” the instances in which class members 

receive medical assistance are astonishingly rare.  ER528; ER458.  At other 

detention facilities, it is not unusual for roughly half of those in custody to require 

medical treatment upon admission.  ER327.  By contrast, the Tucson Sector 

stations obtain outside medical treatment for 3% of the individuals held in the 2015 

period sampled.  ER528; ER511.   

Border Patrol agents are also responsible for ensuring that class members 

have access to needed prescription drugs.  Agents confiscate all non-U.S. 

prescribed medication and then determine whether the individuals who were 

carrying that medication will need replacements.  ER458; ER769; ER154.  Class 

members report having their medication confiscated and never replaced.  ER514.  

They also report agents ignoring their requests for needed medication.  ER513.

3.   The Stations’ sleeping accommodations 

While class members need sleep, the “hold rooms” in which they are 

confined in the Tucson Sector stations are “not designed for sleeping.”  ER432.  

The rooms feature bare concrete floors and benches.  ER436; ER434, ER443.  

There are no beds or mattresses.  ER439; ER486-487; ER15; ER544-545.  As a 

result, most class members are forced to try to sleep directly on the concrete floors 

and benches.  ER523-524.  The only coverings they receive are Mylar sheets, 

which are paper-thin and look like tin foil.  ER122; ER439; ER19.
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As the preliminary injunction record demonstrated, sleep is made all the 

more difficult by severe overcrowding.  In some instances, individuals are forced 

to sleep near or in the hold rooms’ toilet stalls.  ER486; ER837.  In others, some 

have to sit or stand for all or part of the night because there is insufficient room for 

everyone to lie down.  ER434. 

3.   The Stations’ showers 

The conditions in which class members are held are also highly unsanitary.  

ER480-481.  Many arrive at the Tucson Sector stations dirty from days of travel in 

the desert.  ER454-455; ER282-283.  Nevertheless, as the district court found, 

“Defendants fail to recognize the basic human need to wash.”  ER24.  In fact, all 

but two of the stations lack shower facilities.  ER173.  And even at those stations, 

class members are virtually never allowed to shower.  ER524. 

The lack of showers is made worse by the unsanitary conditions in which 

class members are kept.  The hold room floors, walls, and fixtures are covered in 

filth and sometimes mold.  ER483-485.  Class members spend prolonged periods 

of time surrounded by trash because cleaning services at the stations are infrequent 

and inadequate.  ER545. 

B.   Procedural Background 

1.   District court proceedings  

Plaintiffs filed suit on behalf of themselves and all others similarly situated, 

alleging that Defendants hold the people in their custody in conditions that violate 
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their Fifth Amendment right to Due Process.  ER717.  The district court certified a 

class of “all individuals who are now or in the future will be detained at a CBP 

facility within the Border Patrol’s Tucson Sector.”  ER560. 

After a two-day evidentiary hearing, the district court granted Plaintiffs’ 

request for a preliminary injunction in part.  ER6; ER32.  The court observed that 

civil detainees such as Plaintiffs are entitled to more considerate treatment than 

criminal detainees held in jails or prisons.  ER13-14.  And as the court emphasized, 

Defendants openly admitted that the conditions in the local jail—where detainees 

had access to beds and showers—were far superior to those confronting individuals 

held in the Tucson Sector stations.  ER14.

But even having concluded that Plaintiffs had demonstrated a likelihood of 

success on the merits, the district court did not grant Plaintiffs full relief.  With 

respect to medical care, the court simply ordered Defendants to (1) comply with 

their existing internal policies and (2) ensure that all Border Patrol agents 

consistently use a medical screening checklist.  ER30.  The order thus did not 

address the primary constitutional deficiency in Defendants’ existing medical 

screening:  the unqualified, unsupervised Border Patrol agents who remain tasked 

with making critical medical determinations.  ER27. 

As for sleeping accommodations, the district court recognized that 

“[d]etention facilities (and prisons) must provide detainees held overnight with 
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beds and mattresses,” and that “the absence of either violates detainees’ due 

process rights.”  ER16 (citing Thompson v. City of Los Angeles, 885 F.2d 1439, 

1448 (9th Cir. 1989)).  But rather than compel adherence to these constitutional 

requirements, the court simply ordered Defendants to provide detainees held longer 

than 12 hours with mats and Mylar sheets—which they can use while sleeping on 

the hold rooms’ concrete benches and floors.  ER32.

Finally, while the district court recognized that class members “are being 

denied the ability to wash or clean themselves for several days,” it concluded that 

showers were not required.  ER25.  Instead, it simply ordered Defendants to 

“provide some means or materials for washing and/or maintaining personal 

hygiene when detainees are held longer than 12 hours,” which it later clarified 

could be satisfied through the provision of “adult body wipes.”  ER25; ER3. 

2. The published panel opinion 

The published panel decision affirmed the district court’s order granting 

only limited preliminary relief.  Op31. 

a.  Medical care 

Although acknowledging both that detainees are constitutionally entitled to 

“adequate medical care” and that Plaintiffs “have real and substantial concerns 

with the adequacy of the medical care provided,” the panel concluded that the 

district court had not abused its discretion in concluding its limited preliminary 
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relief was adequate.  Op24, 30.  Surveying this Court’s precedent, the panel first 

derived two uncontested premises:  (1) no decision of this Court holds “that all 

medical screening must be done by medical professionals,” and (2) not “all use of 

‘unqualified’ medical personnel is prohibited by the Constitution.”  Op25, 27.  

Plaintiffs do not deny either proposition.  Rather, they contend that screenings 

must be conducted by properly trained individuals overseen by medical 

professionals. 

Yet the panel dismissed out of hand the Ninth Circuit decision that most 

closely bears on that particular proposition, Gibson v. Cty. of Washoe, 290 F.3d 

1175 (9th Cir. 2002), declaring it “so different from the case before us as to have 

little application.”  Op27.  In Gibson, this Court had held that a County could be 

held liable for failing to provide a pretrial detainee with “competent treatment 

encompass[ing] a right to prompt screening by medical staff.”  Op27.  But, the 

panel here concluded, in Gibson “the County’s potential liability for deliberate 

indifference was based on review of the County’s past practices and policies” 

showing that the County was on notice of the need to provide such screening.  

Op27-28.  And here, the panel concluded, the record “does not contain similar 

evidence of deliberate indifference.”  Op28.  The panel did not address subsequent 

precedent making clear that the subjective “deliberate indifference” standard 

Gibson merely assumed would apply outside the prison context is, in fact, 
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inapplicable outside that context.  Castro v. Cty. of L.A., 833 F.3d 1060, 1069-70 

(9th Cir. 2016) (en banc).

The panel further found it relevant that the preliminary injunction record did 

not reveal that Defendants’ faulty screening had led to the denial of “critical 

medical care to a detainee with dire consequences.”  Op29 (emphasis added).  It 

also observed that Border Patrol agents’ lack of training “says nothing about the 

adequacy of medical care currently delivered,” and that the record contained no 

direct “evidence that detainees with symptoms of a communicable disease are not 

identified, segregated, and treated, if necessary.”  Op29-30.  The panel did not 

attempt to reconcile these observations with binding precedent holding that 

exposing detainees to even the risk of harm can give rise to a constitutional 

violation. E.g., Helling v. McKinney, 509 U.S. 25, 35 (1993).

b.  Sleeping accommodations and showers 

The panel treated the sleeping accommodation and shower issues in a similar 

manner.  The panel did not deny that, under this Court’s precedent, detainees are 

entitled to both a bed and a mattress whenever they are held overnight.  Op23 

(citing Thompson, 885 F.2d at 1448).  And while the panel expressed doubt that 

detainees have a right to a shower within 24 hours, it did not reject Plaintiffs’ 

contention that detainees held for longer periods of time—as thousands of class 

members are—have a constitutional right to a shower.  Op24. 
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Instead, the panel held that the district court acted reasonably in refusing to 

require Defendants to fulfill these mandates because of the resources compliance 

would demand.  With respect to beds, the panel observed that “Defendants have 

neither the space for beds and mattresses, nor, presumably, beds and mattresses 

that might be immediately moved to the stations.”  Op23.  For that reason, the 

district court’s more limited relief “was reasonable,” as it would not “impos[e] a 

huge cost on Defendants to alleviate what might be a temporary need.”  Op23.  

Similarly, with respect to class members’ need to shower, the panel concluded that 

“only two of the eight stations even have showers,” and that “[d]iverting 

Defendants’ limited human resources to provide detainees with showers would 

almost certainly slow down the processing of detainees.”  Op24.  The panel did not 

explain how the financial and similar costs the government might incur in fulfilling 

its constitutional obligations could justify its continued defiance of those 

obligations.

REASONS REHEARING SHOULD BE GRANTED 

I.   CIVIL DETAINEES ARE ENTITLED TO MEDICAL SCREENING 
CONDUCTED BY TRAINED PERSONNEL OVERSEEN BY 
MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS 

The constitutional right to adequate medical care requires the government to 

provide those it detains with treatment by individuals capable of rendering 

competent medical diagnoses.  Toussaint v. McCarthy, 801 F.2d 1080, 1111-12 
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(9th Cir. 1986).  At the intake stage, this right to competent treatment encompasses 

a right to screening by properly supervised staff trained to identify health 

emergencies, medication needs, and contagious diseases requiring quarantine.  

Gibson, 290 F.3d at 1187-91; accord, e.g., Lolli v. Cty. of Orange, 351 F.3d 410, 

420 (9th Cir. 2003); Lareau v. Manson, 651 F.2d 96, 109 (2d Cir. 1981).   

Defendants have violated, and continue to violate, these principles:  the crucial 

tasks of screening incoming detainees and ensuring their access to necessary 

medication are performed by agents who lack any relevant training or supervision.  

In allowing this violation to continue, the panel committed two critical errors of 

law.

A.   Civil Detainees Need Not Demonstrate The Government’s Subjective 
Awareness Of The Inadequacy Of Its Medical Care 

First, the panel failed to appreciate the distinct constitutional rights enjoyed 

by civil detainees.  In faulting Plaintiffs for failing to provide evidence of 

Defendants’ subjective awareness of the risks posed by their current screening 

process, the panel erroneously applied the constitutional standard established for 

convicted prisoners.

Prisoners are protected by the Eighth Amendment, and are entitled solely to 

the “minimal civilized measure of life’s necessities.”  Foster v. Runnels, 554 F.3d 

807, 812 (9th Cir. 2009).   The Supreme Court has held that the denial of medical 

treatment contravenes the Eighth Amendment only if (1) there is a substantial risk 
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of serious harm, and (2) prison officials exhibited deliberate indifference to that 

risk. Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 837 (1994).  “In other words, the official 

must demonstrate a subjective awareness of the risk of harm.”  Conn v. City of 

Reno, 591 F.3d 1081, 1096 (9th Cir. 2010). 

But the Constitution guarantees more favorable treatment to detainees who 

have not been convicted.   Their rights are secured by the Due Process Clause, 

which “requires the government to do more than provide the ‘minimal civilized 

measure of life’s necessities.’”  Jones v. Blanas, 393 F.3d 918, 931 (9th Cir. 2004).  

The government must ensure that pretrial detainees are not subjected to conditions 

that “amount to punishment.”  Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 535 (1979).  This 

focus on “‘punishment’ does not mean that proof of subjective intent (or motive) to 

punish is required” for either pretrial or civil detainees (though such proof would 

suffice). Kingsley v. Hendrickson, 135 S. Ct. 2466, 2473 (2015).  Instead, an 

objective standard governs:  conditions unrelated to “legitimate governmental 

objectives,” or even excessively harsh in relation to such legitimate objectives, 

qualify as the “punishment” proscribed by the Constitution.  Id. at 2474; Bell, 441 

U.S. at 539 n.20.

At the time of this Court’s decision in Gibson, this distinction between the 

Eighth Amendment and Due Process standards was not entirely clear.  Castro, 833 

F.3d at 1068.  For that reason, although Gibson involved a pretrial detainee, this 
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Court assumed that the same “deliberate indifference” applicable to prisoners’ 

claims applied.  290 F.3d at 1187-88.  It observed that Due Process “imposes, at a 

minimum, the same duty the Eighth Amendment imposes,” and that it need not 

“consider whether there are instances in which pretrial detainees, as opposed to 

convicted prisoners, may establish a constitutional violation without meeting the 

[Eighth Amendment] deliberate indifference standard.”  Id. at 1187, 1188 n.9 

(emphasis added).  Gibson did not need to consider that issue because of the 

substantial evidence—relied upon by the panel opinion here in distinguishing 

Gibson (Op27-28)—demonstrating that the County defendant knew of, and 

consciously disregarded, the intolerable risks created by its inadequate medical 

screening. Gibson, 290 F.3d at 1191-92. 

Since Gibson, both this Court and the Supreme Court have made clear that 

the sort of evidence Gibson assumed to be required is not, in fact, required.  

Specifically, in Kingsley v. Hendrickson, the Supreme Court held that “a pretrial 

detainee can prevail by providing only objective evidence that the challenged 

governmental action is not rationally related to a legitimate governmental objective 

or that it is excessive in relation to that purpose.”  135 S. Ct. at 2473-74 (emphasis 

added).  As the en banc Court then recognized in Castro v. County of Los Angeles,

“[u]nder Kingsley, a pretrial detainee need not prove th[e] subjective elements 
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about the officer’s actual awareness of the level of risk” required to prove an 

Eighth Amendment violation.  833 F.3d at 1071. 

Yet the panel here faulted Plaintiffs for failing to make exactly the 

“subjective” showing these authorities establish is not required to prove a Due 

Process violation.  The panel’s application of the Eighth Amendment standard is 

particularly misguided given that Plaintiffs are civil detainees and therefore 

entitled to even more “considerate treatment” than the pretrial criminal detainees 

that need only satisfy an objective standard.  Jones, 393 F.3d at 932.  Thus, it is 

irrelevant whether the Border Patrol was subjectively aware that its deficient 

medical screening process could or would harm the members of the plaintiff class; 

what matters is that this process is, in fact, deficient.  Kingsley, 135 S. Ct. at 2473-

74.  En banc review is needed to clarify this important point. 

B.   The Constitution Protects Detainees From The Risk Of Harm, Not Just 
Already-Realized Harm 

The panel committed a second, equally significant, error in faulting 

Plaintiffs for failing to present evidence that Defendants’ inadequate screening had 

already caused “dire consequences.”  Op29.  As a matter of well-established law, a 

detainee need not show that the unreasonable risk to which the government has 

subjected him has already manifested itself in physical harm; instead, he may sue 

to prevent such “dire consequences” from coming to pass.   
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Indeed, it is clear that even a convicted prisoner’s exposure to unreasonable 

risk violates the Constitution.  In Helling v. McKinney, the Supreme Court 

expressly rejected the proposition “that only deliberate indifference to current 

serious health problems” of prison inmates is actionable, holding instead that the 

Eighth Amendment “protects against future harm to inmates.”  509 U.S. at 34.  As 

the Court explained, an inmate could thus “successfully complain about 

demonstrably unsafe drinking water without waiting for an attack of dysentery,” 

and prison officials could not escape liability for “the exposure of inmates to a 

serious, communicable disease on the grounds that the complaining inmate shows 

no serious current symptoms.”  Id. at 33.  This same principle applies a fortiori to 

detainees protected by the Due Process Clause. City of Revere v. Mass. Gen. 

Hosp., 463 U.S. 239, 244 (1983). 

Plaintiffs here are exposed to such intolerable risks.  As this Court has 

recognized, a failure to provide adequate medical screening at intake poses a 

constitutionally unacceptable “substantial risk of serious harm.”  Gibson, 290 F.3d 

at 1189.  Here, these risks have manifested themselves in a disproportionately low 

rate of hospital referrals (ER30), and numerous circumstances where medical 

treatment or medication has been delayed or denied.  E.g., ER653-54 (agents 

withheld pregnant woman’s medication even while she “yelled from the pain” of 

dislocated ankle); ER616 (agent ignored plea for prescription medication needed to 
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treat painful heart condition).  That there have not yet been more serious 

consequences is a reason to be thankful, not a reason to turn a blind eye to this 

ongoing constitutional violation.   

“It would be odd to deny an injunction to inmates who plainly proved an 

unsafe, life-threatening condition in their prison on the ground that nothing yet had 

happened to them.”  Helling, 509 U.S. at 33. The panel here has effectively 

countenanced just that.  En banc review is needed to address this error and ensure 

that Plaintiffs do not continue to bear these unjustifiable risks. 

II.   GOVERNMENT EXPENSE IS NOT AN ADEQUATE BASIS FOR 
DENYING PRELIMINARY INJUNCTIVE RELIEF TO REMEDY 
CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS 

In affirming the district court’s refusal to grant Plaintiffs the beds and 

showers to which they are constitutionally entitled, the panel committed an equally 

fundamental error:  it held that complete preliminary injunctive relief could be 

denied based on the costs the government would incur in fulfilling its 

constitutional obligations.  In so doing, the panel created a rift in this Court’s 

jurisprudence that demands en banc review. 

Until the panel issued its opinion here, this Court’s precedent had made clear 

that financial concerns cannot justify continued unconstitutional conduct.  As a 

threshold matter, whether the government has violated the Constitution cannot 

depend on such considerations.  After all, it will always be easier (and cheaper) to 
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deny detainees the various basic needs the Constitution guarantees.  Accordingly—

as this Court has repeatedly held—the government cannot justify such continuing 

deprivations by invoking fiscal concerns.  See, e.g., Peralta v. Dillard, 744 F.3d 

1076, 1083 (9th Cir. 2014) (en banc) (“Lack of resources is not a defense to a 

claim for prospective relief because prison officials may be compelled to expand 

the pool of existing resources in order to remedy continuing Eighth Amendment 

violations.”); Wright v. Rushen, 642 F.2d 1129, 1134 (9th Cir. 1981) (similar). 

This Court had also held that financial concerns cannot justify a district 

court’s refusal to grant preliminary injunctive relief to address such constitutional 

violations.  This Court has made clear that each of the preliminary injunction 

factors necessarily weighs in the plaintiffs’ favor when they seek to prevent the 

government’s ongoing refusal to respect their constitutional rights.  Melendres v. 

Arpaio, 695 F.3d 990, 1002 (9th Cir. 2012).  This is true even when such a remedy 

will require the government to spend money:  when the choice is “between 

financial concerns and preventable human suffering,” this Court has had “little 

difficulty concluding that the balance of hardships tips decidedly in plaintiffs’ 

favor.”  Lopez v. Heckler, 713 F.2d 1432, 1437 (9th Cir. 1983) (“physical and 

emotional suffering” are “far more compelling than the possibility of some 

administrative inconvenience or monetary loss to the government”).  Thus, this 

Court has held that the mere fact that an injunction will require the government to 
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expend “resources” or might create even “severe logistical difficulties” will not 

preclude preliminary relief where, as here, these difficulties “merely represent the 

burdens of complying” with the government’s legal obligations.  Rodriguez v. 

Robbins, 715 F.3d 1127, 1146 (9th Cir. 2013). 

But the panel—without explanation—has upended this precedent, allowing 

Defendants to shirk their obligations simply due to the costs of compliance.   If not 

reviewed en banc, the panel opinion will thus generate substantial uncertainty, 

forcing district courts and panels of this Court to puzzle over when, exactly, a 

continued violation of the Constitution may be justified by mere expense.  And 

courts will have increasing opportunities to confront that puzzle:  given the panel’s 

opinion, government defendants will be likely to invoke this excuse whenever the 

Constitution requires some expenditure of funds.  

Those most in need of relief—such as the Plaintiffs here—will bear the costs 

of the panel’s newly adopted rule.  Here, it would undoubtedly require effort, and 

take time, for the government to provide the beds, mattresses and showers that the 

Constitution demands.  Yet these are basic constitutional requirements that prisons, 

jails, and other detention facilities nationwide fulfill every day.  The federal 

government should not be permitted to indefinitely postpone the date on which it 

provides class members with the minimal humane treatment to which they are 

constitutionally entitled. 
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CONCLUSION

The petition for rehearing or rehearing en banc should be granted.
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SUMMARY**

Civil Rights

The panel affirmed the district court’s preliminary

injunction in an action brought by civil detainees confined in

U.S. Customs and Border Protection facilities within the

Tucson Sector of the U.S. Border Patrol who alleged they

were subjected to inhumane and punitive treatment.

The district court granted a preliminary injunction

requiring that defendants provide detainees with mats and
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** This summary constitutes no part of the opinion of the court.  It has

been prepared by court staff for the convenience of the reader.
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blankets after 12 hours.  Defendants appealed, alleging that

the district court misapprehended the standard set forth in

Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520 (1979), and that the order was

too rigid and burdensome.  Plaintiffs also appealed, alleging

that the district court should have ordered defendants to

provide the detainees with beds and mattresses, allow them

access to showers, and deliver adequate medical care through

medical professionals.

The panel held that the district court carefully considered

plaintiffs’ allegations of constitutional violations, recognized

the guidance provided by the Supreme Court in Bell, and

issued a limited preliminary injunction requiring defendants

to provide detainees with mats and blankets after 12 hours. 

Defendants failed to show that, in doing so, the district court

misapprehended Bell or that the preliminary injunction was

overly rigid or burdensome.   

The panel found unpersuasive plaintiffs’ assertions that

the district court should have required defendants to provide

detainees with beds, showers, and medical treatment provided

by medical professionals.  The panel held that the district

court recognized the unique mission of the Border Patrol and,

at least for the purposes of a preliminary injunction,

reasonably balanced the government’s interests and the

detainees’ constitutional rights.
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OPINION

CALLAHAN, Circuit Judge:

The influx of detainees in the Tucson Sector of the U.S.

Border Patrol in 2015 resulted in Defendants (federal

government officials and agents) holding detainees being

processed for longer periods of time in overcrowded and

unsanitary cells at eight different stations.  Plaintiffs brought

this action alleging inhumane and punitive treatment, and

seeking injunctive relief.  The district court granted a

preliminary injunction requiring that Defendants provide

detainees with mats and blankets after 12 hours.  Defendants

appeal, alleging that the district court misapprehended the

standard set forth in Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520 (1979), and

that the order was too rigid and burdensome.  Plaintiffs also

appeal, alleging that the district court should have ordered

Defendants to provide the detainees with beds and mattresses,

allow them access to showers, and deliver adequate medical

care through medical professionals.  We hold the district

court did not abuse its discretion and properly applied

precedent such that neither side has shown that the limited

preliminary injunction is illogical, implausible, or without

support in the record.  United States v. Hinkson, 585 F.3d

1247, 1262 (9th Cir. 2009) (en banc).

I.  BACKGROUND

Plaintiffs filed this action in the United States District

Court for Arizona on behalf of detainees confined in U.S.

Customs and Border Protection Facilities within the Tucson

Sector of the U.S. Border Patrol.  The Border Patrol’s mission

is to detect and prevent the entry of certain

individuals—including terrorists, unauthorized aliens, drug
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smugglers, and other criminals—into the United States

between ports of entry.  The Tucson Sector patrols 262 miles

of the United States-Mexico border in southern Arizona, and,

according to Defendants, in fiscal year 2016, “apprehended

64,891 individuals, the second highest of any Border Patrol

sectors.”  The number of individuals apprehended in the

Tucson Sector varies widely.  Defendants represent that

between 2009 and 2016, apprehensions each month ranged

“from a high of 31,432 in March 2009, to a low of 4,071 in

July 2015.”

When a Border Patrol agent apprehends an individual, the

person is taken to one of eight stations in the Tucson Sector. 

At the station, the Border Patrol processes the detainee,

ascertaining the individual’s identity and immigration and

criminal history.  The individual is then repatriated,

transferred into the custody of another agency, referred for

prosecution in accordance with the law or, in rare

circumstances, released.

Plaintiffs alleged that the conditions in the stations were

deplorable and that it took up to three days for individuals to

be processed before transfer.  Plaintiffs alleged that:

detainees are packed into overcrowded and

filthy holding cells, stripped of outer layers of

clothing, and forced to endure brutally cold

temperatures.  They are denied beds, bedding,

and sleep.  They are deprived of basic

sanitation and hygiene items like soap,

sufficient toilet paper, sanitary napkins,

diapers, and showers.  And they are forced to

go without adequate food, water, medicine,

and medical care.
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In the fall of 2016, the district court certified the case as a

class action.  Plaintiffs then sought a preliminary injunction.

II.  THE DISTRICT COURT’S ORDERS

A. The Standards for Reviewing Conditions of

Confinement

After setting forth the appropriate standards for issuing a

mandatory preliminary injunction, the district court

considered the standards for reviewing conditions of

confinement.  It first noted that when the government takes a

person into custody, it must provide for the person’s “basic

human needs—e.g. food, clothing, shelter, medical care, and

reasonable safety.”  DeShaney v. Winnebago Cnty. Dep’t of

Soc. Servs., 489 U.S. 189, 199–200 (1989); see also Farmer

v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825, 832 (1994).

Citing Bell v. Wolfish, 441 U.S. 520, 535 (1979), among

other cases, the district court concluded that when evaluating

the constitutionality of pretrial detention conditions, it had to

determine whether the conditions amounted to punishment. 

Citing Demery v. Arpaio, 378 F.3d 1020, 1030 (9th Cir.

2004), the district court explained that “[t]o constitute

punishment, the governmental action must cause harm or

disability that either significantly exceeds or is independent

of the inherent discomforts of confinement.”  The court noted

that even in the absence of evidence of express intent, it may

infer an intent to punish “if the restriction or condition is not

reasonably related to a legitimate governmental objective or

is excessive in relation to the legitimate governmental

objective.”  See Pierce v. Cnty. of Orange, 526 F.3d 1190,

1205 (9th Cir. 2008).
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The district court noted that the Supreme Court held that

“[m]aintaining institutional security and preserving internal

order and discipline are essential goals that may require

limitation or retraction of the retained constitutional rights of

both convicted and pretrial detainees.”  Bell, 441 U.S. at 546. 

Indeed, the Supreme Court commented that “in the absence

of substantial evidence in the record to indicate that officials

have exaggerated their responses to these conditions, courts

should ordinarily defer to their expert judgment in such

matters.”  Id. at 540 n.23 (quoting Pell v. Procunier, 417 U.S.

817, 827 (1974)).

Based on these cases, the district court opined that a

condition of confinement “violates the Fifth and Fourteenth

Amendments if it imposes some harm to the detainee that

significantly exceeds or is independent of the inherent

discomforts of confinement and is not reasonably related to

a legitimate governmental objective or is excessive in relation

to the legitimate governmental objective.”  See Kingsley v.

Hendrickson, 135 S. Ct. 2466, 2473–74 (2015).  This led the

court to reason that decisions defining the constitutional

rights of prisoners establish a floor for Plaintiffs’

constitutional rights.  See Padilla v. Yoo, 678 F.3d 748, 759

(9th Cir. 2012).  The district court concluded that it could

presume Plaintiffs were being subjected to punishment “if

they are confined in conditions identical to, similar to, or

more restrictive than those under which the criminally

convicted are held.”  See Sharp v. Weston, 233 F.3d 1166,

1172–73 (9th Cir. 2000).

The district court then observed:

This is precisely the case here.  Assistant

Chief Patrol Agent for the Tucson Sector,
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George Allen, admitted, when this Court

asked him to compare the conditions of

confinement at Tucson Sector Border Patrol

stations with those afforded criminal detainees

at the Santa Cruz County jail, that in jail,

detainees have a bed, with blankets, clean

clothing, showers, toothbrushes and

toothpaste, warm meals, and an opportunity

for uninterrupted sleep.  Likewise, the

conditions of confinement . . . improve once

they are transferred from Border Patrol

holding cells to detention centers operated by

the United States Marshals.

The district court recognized that, in assessing the

constitutionality of the conditions of confinement in the

Border Patrol stations, due consideration had to be given to

the nature, purpose and duration of an individual’s time in the

station.  The stations are 24-hour operations where many

detainees arrive in the evening and at night.  The holding

rooms are not designed for sleeping and have no beds. 

“Defendants assert[ed] that providing sleeping facilities and

turning off lights would require structural changes at the

facilities, create safety risks, and impede its purpose to

provide 24-7 immigration processing.”  Defendants explained

that when a detainee arrives at a station, outer-clothing is

removed for security reasons, and detainees are placed into

group-holding rooms based on age, gender, family units, or

suspected criminal status.  Processing includes obtaining

biographical information and biometrics, submitting this

information through the e3Nex Generation Identification

system to determine prior criminal and immigration arrests,

preparing an arrest report, immigration processing, consular

notifications, and communication with family members and
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attorneys as appropriate.  Processing, if uninterrupted, absent

any remarkable criminal or immigration history, takes

between two and two and one-half hours.

But, there usually are interruptions.  Discovery revealed

that between June 10, 2015, and September 28, 2015, only

about 3,000 of approximately 17,000 detainees were

processed out of detention within 12 hours.  About 8,644

detainees were held at a Border Patrol station up to 23 hours;

6,807 were held for up to 47 hours; 1,207 were held up to

71 hours; and 476 were held for 72 hours or more.

The district court accepted for purposes of the preliminary

injunction that the Border Patrol’s 2008 Hold Rooms and

Short Term Custody Policy (2008 Policy) and the National

Standards on Transport, Escort, Detention and Search (TEDS

standards) provided for constitutional conditions of

confinement.  Although Defendants assert that these

guidelines establish the status quo, the district court found

that Plaintiffs had presented persuasive evidence that the

basic human needs of detainees were not being met by

Defendants’ current practices.

B. Plaintiffs’ Specific Complaints

1.  Sleeping.  The district court recognized that other

detention facilities must provide individuals held overnight

with beds and mattresses, and, thus, the absence of either

violates the detainees’ due process rights.  See Thompson v.

City of Los Angeles, 885 F.2d 1439, 1448 (9th Cir. 1989),

overruled on other grounds by Bull v. City & Cty. of San

Francisco, 595 F.3d 964 (9th Cir. 2010) (en banc); Anela v.

City of Wildwood, 790 F.2d 1063, 1069 (3rd Cir. 1986).  The

court noted that of the 16,992 detainees held between June 10
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and September 28, 2015, only 122 were recorded to have

received a mat, and the others’ bedding needs were met with

only a Mylar sheet/blanket.  The court found that this was

contrary to both the 2008 Policy and the TEDS standards.  It

further noted:

the harshness caused by the lack of mats and

the inadequacy of the Mylar blankets is

compounded by the Defendants’ practices of

keeping holding-cells lights turned on 24-7,

feeding one of the three regular hot meals to

detainees at 4:00 a.m., moving detainees in

and out of holding cells throughout the night

for processing, overcrowding cells which

causes people to lie cramped together and

next to toilet facilities or to sit or stand up,

and because the hard concrete floors and

benches retain the cold caused by low

thermostat temperatures and make it too hard

and cold to sleep.

The district court found the holding cells to be spatially

inadequate.  The district court determined that “the holding-

cell capacity numbers cannot accommodate the number of

detainees being detained longer than twelve hours because

detention of this duration requires them to lie down to sleep

rather than sit up.”

Defendants’ expert opined that the Border Patrol facilities

were on par with short-term holding cells typically used

during the booking process in jail facilities.  The district court

rejected the comparison because the booking process at a jail

facility usually takes hours, instead of days.  The district

court, however, accepted that the holding cells need to be
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illuminated for security.  On the other hand, it found no

security or administrative reason “to wake up detainees by

scheduling one of the three burrito meals at 4:00 a.m.”

The court also found that the Mylar blankets do not

provide insulation from the cold concrete, but merely prevent

evaporation and retain 80% of body heat when wrapped

around a person.  In light of the sedentary nature of detention,

the district court required that Defendants continue to monitor

cell temperatures, which were maintained at temperatures

between 71 and 74 degrees.  The district court concluded that

Defendants were violating Plaintiffs’ constitutional right to

sleep, and ordered that Defendants provide detainees held for

longer than 12 hours mats and Mylar blankets.

2.  Sanitation.  The district court explained that a sanitary

environment is a basic human need that must be met by all

penal institutions.  See Keenan v. Hall, 83 F.3d 1083, 1091

(9th Cir. 1996).  Plaintiffs’ expert opined that Defendants

were not complying with their own standards, noting that:

(a) all areas, including floors and toilets, were badly soiled;

(b) hold rooms lacked trash receptacles; (c) toilet stalls lacked

waste receptacles for sanitary napkins, diapers, and other

bathroom waste; (d) cleaning supplies were not segregated

from food storage; and (e) “cleaning crews did not appear to

clean and sanitize common-touch points in detainee areas.” 

Although prison standards require one toilet for every

12 male prisoners and one toilet for every 8 female prisoners,

in most cases the number of toilets in each holding room was

inadequate.  One large holding room with a capacity of 88

had one working toilet and one non-flushing toilet. 

Moreover, many toilets were combined sink/toilet fixtures

with the sink fixture on top of the toilet creating a potential

for contamination.
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Defendants responded that all but one holding cell are

cleaned twice a day, and that they had begun placing trash

receptacles in the holding cells.  Defendants further asserted

that soap had been made available to detainees upon request,

and that, where water fountains were inoperable, water

coolers had been placed in the cells.

The district court preliminarily ordered “compliance

monitoring to ensure detainees have access to working toilets

and sinks, soap, toilet paper, garbage receptacles, tooth

brushes and toothpaste, feminine hygiene items, baby food,

diapers and clean drinking water.”

The district court was also critical of the lack of shower

facilities.  It noted that a person who had been trudging across

the Arizona desert would likely be dirty, but only two stations

had shower facilities, and those were sparsely used, generally

for detainees who were suspected of having scabies.  Only

115 detainees out of the 16,992 held between June 10 and

September 28, 2015 were given showers.

Addressing the lack of shower facilities, the district court

noted that jail standards require access to showers and

washbasins with hot and cold running water, with daily

showers available.  Defendants responded that the lack of

showers was not a problem because most detainees are

transferred within 72 hours and TEDS standards only require

that reasonable efforts be made to provide showers for

detainees approaching 72 hours of detention.

The district court was critical of Defendants’ failure to

recognize the basic human need to wash during detention, but

also noted that courts are extremely reluctant to find

constitutional violations based on temporary deprivations of
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personal hygiene.  Accordingly, the court preliminarily ruled

that Defendants “need only provide some means or materials

for washing and/or maintaining personal hygiene when

detainees are held longer than 12 hours.”

3.  Medical Care.  The parties agreed that Defendants are

constitutionally required to provide ready access to medical

care, but disagreed on the contours of this right.  Plaintiffs

challenged the adequacy of Defendants’ intake screening,

alleging that: (1) the screening is performed by Border Patrol

agents, not doctors, nurses, or other specially trained

personnel; (2) Defendants do not maintain a medical

treatment program capable of responding to emergencies

because they do not have medical staff on site; and (3) “the

practice of confiscating incoming detainees’ medication

creates impermissible and heightened risk that detainees will

experience a medical emergency.”

Defendants responded that TEDS standards provide a

system of ready access to adequate medical care.  Before a

detainee is placed in a hold room, an agent questions the

individual and visually inspects for any sign of injury, illness,

or physical or mental health concerns.  Observed or reported

injuries or illnesses are to be communicated to a supervisor

and documented in the appropriate electronic system. 

Treatment plans and medication should accompany detainees

when they are transferred or discharged.  Defendants asserted

they have personnel at the stations who can treat emergencies,

and routinely transfer detainees to hospitals for emergency

care.

Plaintiffs’ expert, however, claimed that there was no

evidence of any formalized screening process being carried

out by agents at the detention centers.  The e3DM data system
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reflected around 527 incidents of medical treatment for

approximately 17,000 detainees.  The expert explained there

are two components to screening: (1) immediate medical

triage to determine whether there is any issue that would

preclude acceptance into the facility, and (2) a more thorough

medical and mental health screening.  The expert was critical

of the field screening because it was not done pursuant to any

standardized protocol, and therefore did not adequately

identify urgent or emergent health care needs or potentially

communicable diseases.

The district court preliminarily required compliance with

TEDS standards, “including measures to ensure the Medical

Screening Form currently being used by Defendants at some

stations is used in all stations, and that the form ask questions

to ensure compliance with TEDS standards for screening and

delivering medical care.”

C. Preliminary Injunctive Relief

Having held that Plaintiffs were likely to succeed on the

merits, the district court considered the other criteria for

issuing a preliminary injunction.  It held that Plaintiffs were

likely to suffer irreparable harm due to the deprivation of

constitutional rights in the conditions of confinement, which

cannot be adequately remedied through damages.  The

balance of equities and public interest favored relief, in part,

because the “government suffers no harm from an injunction

that merely ends unconstitutional practices and/or ensures

that constitutional standards are implemented.”  See

Rodriguez v. Robbins, 715 F.3d 1127, 1145 (9th Cir. 2013). 

The district court concluded that Defendants “cannot sidestep

reality by relying on the structural limitations of the Border

Patrol detention facilities.”  Rather, “[i]f detainees are held
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long enough to require them to sleep in these facilities, take

regular meals, need showers, etc., then the Defendants must

provide conditions of confinement to meet these human

needs.”  Although it found no evidence of intent to punish,

the court found “no objectively reasonable relationship

between 24-7 immigration processing or security and the

conditions of confinement which Plaintiffs have preliminary

shown exist in the Tucson Sector Border Patrol stations

related to sleeping, sanitation, food, and medical care.”

The court ordered:

1.  Clean bedding, which Defendants assert

they are providing to all detainees, must

include a mat and a Mylar blanket for all

detainees being held longer than 12 hours.

2.  Personal hygiene needs of detainees held

longer than 12 hours include the need to wash

or clean themselves.

3.  Defendants shall implement the universal

use of their Medical Screening Form at all

stations and ensure that the form questions

reflect the TEDS requirements for delivery of

medical care to detainees.1

1 The district court further ordered that “Defendants shall monitor for

compliance the following: availability of working sinks and toilets and/or

other materials sufficient to meet the personal hygiene needs of detainees

on a per cell per station basis; cell temperatures; cell sanitation and

cleanliness; delivery to detainees of bedding, including mats, personal

hygiene items such as toilet paper, toothbrushes and toothpaste, feminine

hygiene items, baby food, diapers, and meals.”
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D. The January 3, 2017 Order

Defendants sought reconsideration and modification of

the preliminary injunction.  The motion outlined the Border

Patrol’s compliance with the preliminary injunction. 

Detainees were being provided with mats, showers were

being offered to some detainees and others were being given

body wipes to clean themselves, all stations were provided

with the current medical screening forms, and all stations had

been instructed to monitor for compliance with TEDS

standards for medical screening.  Defendants, however,

sought reconsideration asserting that: (a) allowing detainees

to lie down to sleep had significantly reduced the holding cell

capacity numbers, and had interfered with their ability to

transfer individuals efficiently; (b) compliance had increased

processing time; (c) compliance had added obstacles to

Defendants’ compliance with the Prison Rape Elimination

Act, which requires separating and monitoring vulnerable

populations; and (d) compliance had resulted “in prosecutions

forfeited for lack of timely presentment.”

The district court denied the request for reconsideration. 

It noted that providing detainees with mats and allowing them

to lie down to sleep would always require that Defendants

acquire more space.  The district court was not persuaded by

Defendants’ assertion that due to their 24-7 operational needs,

they could not separate out detainees who approach 12 hour

detentions.  The court noted that it had seen empty cells

adjacent to full cells and that Defendants admitted to

separating out at-risk vulnerable population detainees.  The

court further stated that Defendants sought to suspend the 12-

hour limit “without offering any plan or time-line for full

compliance,” and the court “cannot suspend what it believes

are constitutional rights.”
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The district court did clarify its order.  It explained that:

(1) for detainees held more than 12 hours, “Defendants must

provide bedding, including mats and Mylar blankets and

some means to maintain personal hygiene;” (2) the court “did

not order Defendants to provide showers;” and (3) “the 12-

hours begins to run from when the detainee arrives at the

station.”2

III.  ANALYSIS

A. Standard of Review

Plaintiffs are entitled to preliminary injunctive relief if

they show: (1) likely success on the merits; (2) likely

irreparable harm absent preliminary relief; (3) the balance of

equities tips in their favor; and (4) an injunction is in the

public’s interest.  Pimental v. Dreyfus, 670 F.3d 1096,

1105–06 (9th Cir. 2012); Sierra Forest Legacy v. Rey,

577 F.3d 1015, 1021 (9th Cir. 2009).  Under our “sliding

scale” approach, a stronger showing of one element may

offset a weaker showing of another, as long as plaintiffs

“establish that irreparable harm is likely.”  All. for the Wild

Rockies v. Cottrell, 632 F.3d 1127, 1131 (9th Cir. 2011).

A preliminary injunction should be set aside only if the

district court “abused its discretion or based its decision on an

erroneous legal standard or on clearly erroneous findings of

fact.”  Puente Arizona v. Arpaio, 821 F.3d 1098, 1103 (9th

2 Out of an abundance of caution, Defendants had initially calculated

the 12 hours from the moment an individual was apprehended, rather than

the individual’s “book-in to a station.”  The clarification accommodated

the Border Patrol’s concern that apprehensions often occur in remote areas

long distances from their stations.
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Cir. 2016) (quotation omitted).  Legal conclusions are

reviewed de novo.  Pimental, 670 F.3d at 1105.  A district

court “necessarily abuses its discretion when it bases its

decision on an erroneous legal standard.”  Harris v. Bd. of

Supervisors of Los Angeles Cnty., 366 F.3d 754, 760 (9th Cir.

2004) (quoting Rucker v. Davis, 237 F.3d 1113, 1118 (9th

Cir. 2001) (en banc), rev’d on other grounds, Dep’t of Hous.

& Urban Dev. v. Rucker, 535 U.S. 125 (2002).

If the district court identifies the correct legal standard, “it

will not be reversed simply because the appellate court would

have arrived at a different result if it had applied the law to

the facts of the case.”  Am. Trucking Ass’ns, Inc. v. City of

Los Angeles, 559 F.3d 1046, 1052 (9th Cir. 2009) (quotation

omitted).  Rather, the court only abuses its discretion when its

application of the standard is “illogical, implausible, or

without support in inferences that may be drawn from the

record.”  United States v. Hinkson, 585 F.3d 1247, 1262 (9th

Cir. 2009) (en banc).

Furthermore, we have held that the district court has

broad discretion to fashion remedies once constitutional

violations are found.  Hoptowit v. Ray, 682 F.2d 1237, 1245

(9th Cir. 1982), overruled on other grounds by Sandin v.

Conner, 515 U.S. 472 (1995).

B. The District Court Properly Read and Applied

Bell v. Wolfish

On appeal, Defendants assert that the district court

misinterpreted and misapplied Bell.  They argue that the court

disregarded the Supreme Court’s caution against courts

becoming enmeshed in the minutiae of facility operations and
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“failed to take any meaningful account of the unique nature

of detention at Border Patrol facilities.”

Defendants’ arguments are not well taken.  The district

court repeatedly cited Bell and recognized the Court’s

admonition to defer to legitimate governmental objectives. 

However, the Supreme Court said much more.  It set forth the

standard for determining whether a condition of confinement

was “imposed for the purpose of punishment or whether it is

but an incident of some other legitimate governmental

purpose.”  441 U.S. at 538.  The Court noted that a condition

would not constitute punishment if it was “reasonably related

to a legitimate governmental objective.”  Id. at 539.  But if a

condition “is arbitrary or purposeless—a court permissibly

may infer that the purpose of the government action is

punishment that may not constitutionally be inflicted on

detainees.”  Id.  The district court applied this standard.

At its core, Defendants’ objection that the district court

“failed to take any meaningful account of the unique nature

of detention at Border Patrol facilities” is not a challenge to

the district court’s interpretation of Bell, but a disagreement

with the application of Bell to the facts in this case.  As such,

Defendants must show an abuse of discretion—that the

district court’s order “is illogical, implausible, or without

support in inferences that may be drawn from the record.” 

Hinkson, 585 F.3d at 1262.

The record reveals that the district court sculptured the

relief granted to reflect the unique features of Border Patrol

stations and field operations.  It did so by requiring only mats

and Mylar blankets instead of beds and mattresses, by

allowing body wipes for cleaning rather than showers, and by

allowing non-medical personnel to medically screen
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detainees.3  The limited injunction reflects the district court’s

careful consideration of the unique nature of Border Patrol

stations in light of Bell.

The only aspect of the preliminary injunction that

Defendants specifically challenge on appeal is the allegedly

“rigid” requirement that they provide mats to all individuals

detained for 12 hours or more.  However, Defendants do not

contest that detainees may sleep while in custody, or even

that the 12-hour mandate might be workable in some cases. 

Rather, they argue that the rule “ignores the purpose of

Border Patrol custody”; that it might be counterproductive if

an individual arrives at the station in the middle of the night

and is likely to be transferred in the afternoon; and, lacks a

safety valve for a “surge” or other unforeseen situations.

These arguments are not persuasive.  First, it is not

unreasonable to infer that a person who has been detained in

a station for over 12 hours (after having been awake for some

period of time before his detention) has a right to lie down

and rest, even in the middle of the day.  Second, it is by no

means clear that providing detainees with mats after 12 hours

is more burdensome than providing them with mats at any

other time.4  Third, there is little to no evidence that providing

detainees with mats interferes with the Border Patrol’s

identification and processing of individuals.  Fourth, there is

nothing in the record to suggest that Defendants ever sought

3 In addition, the district court allowed the lights in the holding cells

to remain on all night.  Plaintiffs do not challenge this on appeal.

4 At oral argument, Defendants’ counsel stated that detainees are

presently being given a blanket and mat when initially admitted to a

holding cell.
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“surge” protection from the district court.  Indeed, the Motion

for Clarification alleged that providing detainees with mats

would reduce the holding cells’ capacities.  It did not allege

that providing mats was in itself burdensome or that there was

some need for flexibility.

In light of the deference due the district court in

fashioning preliminary relief, Hinkson, 585 F.3d at 1262,

Defendants have not shown that the district court abused its

discretion in granting the limited preliminary injunction.5

C. Plaintiffs Have Not Shown that the District Court

Abused its Discretion in Issuing Only a Limited

Preliminary Injunction

Plaintiffs have not shown that the district court’s

application of the law concerning beds, showers, and medical

care to the facts in this case is illogical, implausible, or

“without support in inferences that may be drawn from the

facts in the record.”  Id.

5 Defendants’ concerns that the preliminary injunction is “a

derogation of fundamental principles of national sovereignty” or may

violate the Immigration and Nationality Act because courts are prohibited

“from fashioning class wide injunctive relief that would enjoin or restrain

the operation of the detention provisions of the Act,” overstates the

situation and the law.  “Plaintiffs do not seek to prevent Defendants from

inspecting, apprehending, excluding, or removing aliens,” and do not

“challenge the government’s power to detain individuals who are

suspected of crossing the nation’s borders without proper authorization.” 

Defendants have offered no case law suggesting that constitutional

obligations may not indirectly implicate the manner and means by which

the government carries out its responsibilities at the border.  See

Rodriguez v. Hayes, 591 F.3d 1105, 1120–21 (9th Cir. 2010).
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1.  Beds.  Plaintiffs argue that detainees held overnight

are entitled to beds and mattresses.  See Thompson, 885 F.2d

at 1448 (noting that “a jail’s failure to provide detainees with

a mattress and bed or bunk runs afoul of the commands of the

Fourteenth Amendment”).  But given the unique purpose of

Border Patrol stations and Defendants’ limited resources, the

district court reasonably limited preliminary relief to mats

and Mylar blankets.  The purpose of the stations is to process

the detainees as efficiently as possible so that they may be

transferred to other facilities or released.  Defendants assert

that, absent the influx of detainees in 2015, processing a

person should have taken two or three hours.  Thus, were the

stations operating as intended, there would never have been

any need for a bed or a mat.  Accordingly, the stations are not

set up to accommodate beds.  Defendants have neither the

space for beds and mattresses, nor, presumably, beds and

mattresses that might be immediately moved to the stations. 

Under these conditions, granting Plaintiffs the immediate

preliminary relief of mats and Mylar blankets was reasonable. 

It provides Plaintiffs with actual relief without imposing a

huge cost on Defendants to alleviate what might be a

temporary need.  Evidence as to whether the need was likely

to continue would certainly be relevant to the district court’s

determination of Plaintiffs’ request for a permanent

injunction.  However, the possibility of such evidence does

not undermine the logic and reasonableness of the district

court’s preliminary injunction, which provided immediate

and effective, if limited, relief by requiring Defendants to

provide mats and blankets.

2.  Showers.  Plaintiffs assert that detainees have a right

of access to showers.  See, e.g., Toussaint v. McCarthy,

597 F. Supp. 1388, 1399 (N.D. Cal. 1984) (holding that

“minimum standards of decency require that lockup inmates
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without hot running water in their cells be accorded showers

three times per week in facilities reasonably free of standing

water, fungus, mold and mildew”), aff’d in part and rev’d in

part by Toussaint v. McCarthy, 801 F.2d 1080 (9th Cir.

1986).  However, practical considerations support the district

court’s grant of limited relief allowing Defendants to provide

Plaintiffs with body wipes to maintain a minimal level of

personal hygiene.  Apparently, only two of the eight stations

even have showers.  Moreover, unlike body wipes (and mats

and blankets), which can be efficiently distributed, providing

showers for thousands of detainees raises substantial security

and logistical concerns.  Diverting Defendants’ limited

human resources to provide detainees with showers would

almost certainly slow down the processing of detainees,

thereby encumbering Defendants’ primary mission.

Furthermore, although Plaintiffs have a right to hygiene,

the Constitution does not requires access to a shower within

12 hours or even 24 hours.  The district court in Toussaint,

held that inmates were entitled to showers three times a week. 

597 F. Supp. at 1399.  But case law does not compel the

conclusion that they have a constitutional right to a shower

when detained for fewer than two days.

3.  Medical Care.  There is no question that detainees are

entitled to “adequate medical care.”  See Toussaint, 801 F.2d

at 1112 (“If plaintiffs correctly contend that unqualified

personnel regularly engage in medical practice, precedent

indicates that the prison health care delivery system may

reflect deliberate indifference to plaintiffs’ medical needs.”);

Hoptowit, 682 F.2d at 1252 (“Medical staffing is inadequate.

Medical services are provided by nurse practitioners or

physician assistants (mid-level practitioners), rather than

physicians.”); Gibson v. Cty. of Washoe, 290 F.3d 1175,
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1187–89 (9th Cir. 2002).  However, Plaintiffs have failed to

show that the district court’s determination is not a reasonable

application of case law to the particular facts in this case.  In

particular, precedent allows considerable flexibility as to

when and how constitutionally “adequate medical care” is

provided.

The cases cited by Plaintiffs concern settings different

from those at issue here, and do not hold that all medical

screening must be done by medical professionals.  First, 

Hoptowit concerned medical care at the Washington State

Penitentiary.  682 F.2d at 1245.  We agreed with the district

court that the existing conditions violated the Eighth

Amendment.  Id. (“The Eighth Amendment requires that

prison officials provide a system of ready access to adequate

medical care.”).  However, we held that remedies ordered by

the district court were overbroad, and that “the court could go

no farther than to bring the medical services up to the

constitutional minima.”  Id.  Although prisoners must be able

“to make their medical problems known to the medical staff,”

the referrals may be to “facilities outside the prison if there is

reasonably speedy access to these other physicians or

facilities.”  Id.  We were particularly critical of the district

court’s order that the penitentiary hire full time physicians,

stating that the court must first determine that the

penitentiary’s use of outside services “could not meet the

constitutional minimum.”  Id. at 1254.6

6 We explained:

The district judge could find that in-prison staff was

necessary if he found that the State’s approach was

necessarily inadequate.  He made no findings, however,

concerning the availability and adequacy of treatment

outside the prison.  It could well be that with improved
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Second, Toussaint concerned conditions of confinement

at four California prisons.  801 F.2d at 1085.  Health care at

the Folsom Prison was only one of the issues the Ninth

Circuit addressed.  Id. at 1111–12.  We recognized that

denying prisoners medical attention may constitute a

violation of the Eighth Amendment “if the denial amounts to

deliberate indifference to serious medical needs of the

prisoners.”  Id. at 1111 (citation omitted).  However, we

remanded the plaintiffs’ claim that the defendants placed “an

unconstitutional degree of reliance on MTAs [medical

technical assistants], registered nurses (RNs) and inmate

workers.”  Id.  We explained:

Defendants respond that MTAs, RNs and

inmates are qualified to perform a number of

services.  If plaintiffs correctly contend that

unqualified personnel regularly engage in

medical practice, precedent indicates that the

prison health care delivery system may reflect

deliberate indifference to plaintiffs’ medical

needs.  Therefore, we must remand for entry

mid-level staffing in the prison, improved

transportation, and an adequate plan for medical

treatment in the community, the approach taken by the

State would be constitutionally permissible.  Before the

district judge ordered the prison to hire in-house

physicians and effectively scrap its approach to medical

services, he should have first determined that this

approach could not meet the constitutional minimum. 

Absent such a finding, the district court should have

ordered the prison officials to improve the in-house

staffing and procedures within the framework of the

penitentiary’s approach to medical services.

Hoptowit, 682 F.2d at 1254.
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of explicit factual findings regarding the

nature of services performed by MTAs, RNs,

and inmates, their level of medical

qualification, and the level of qualification

required to adequately render the services that

they perform.

Id. at 1111–12 (citation omitted).  Thus, not all use of

“unqualified” medical personnel is prohibited by the

Constitution.  Rather, Toussaint proscribes having

“unqualified personnel regularly engage in medical practice.”

We find the third case cited by Plaintiffs, Gibson, to be so

different from the case before us as to have little application. 

290 F.3d 1175.  Stephen Gibson, who suffered from manic

depressive disorder, died of a heart attack while resisting

being moved to a special watch cell in the county jail.  Id. at

1181–83.  His wife and children filed a § 1983 due process

action against the Washoe County Sheriff’s Department

alleging excessive force, deliberate indifference to Stephen’s

serious mental health condition, and that the deputies’ actions

resulted from the practices of the Sheriff’s Department.  Id.

at 1184.  The district court granted summary judgment for the

defendants. Id. at 1185.  We reversed in part, holding that the

County, but not the individual deputies, could be liable for

deliberate indifference.  Plaintiffs cite Gibson as establishing

a right, at the intake stage, “to competent treatment

encompass[ing] a right to prompt screening by medical staff,

which is necessary to identify health emergencies, medication

needs, and contagious diseases requiring quarantine.” 

Plaintiffs overlook that, in Gibson, we determined that the

County’s potential liability for deliberate indifference was

based on review of the County’s past practices and its
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policies.7  The record before us does not contain similar

evidence of deliberate indifference by the Border Patrol to the

detainees’ medical needs.

Moreover, while Plaintiffs are entitled to adequate

medical care, our precedent does not require that all stages of

medical care be provided by trained medical staff.  Rather,

our opinions in Hoptowit and Toussaint held that, before

directing an agency to retain medical personnel, a court must

first evaluate whether the government’s proposed plan

adequately meets the detainees’ medical needs.

Defendants assert that Border Patrol agents have training

as first responders, and that some have training as EMTs and

Paramedics.  They also represent that agents receive “training

to identify communicable diseases and regularly interact with

and observe detainees, and any detainee presenting any

symptoms of such conditions is transferred to a hospital and

provided medical care.”

The record does not indicate that the existing system of

medical care, as directed by the district court, is inadequate. 

The most that Plaintiffs have shown is a low percentage of

7 We noted that it was the County’s policy that the jail’s medical unit

be staffed 24 hours a day by licensed medical personnel and that when

arrested, a person was to be medically screened.  Gibson, 290 F.3d at

1183.  For many years, the County “had employed . . . a full-time clinical

mental health worker at the jail to perform mental health screening,” but

at the time of Gibson’s death the County did not have a mental health

worker “because of a soured relationship between the jail’s medical staff

and the mental hospital.”  Id. at 1184.  We stated that “the record suggests

that the County not only knew that it had to treat the mentally ill in order

to avoid harm, but that it had made a practice of ignoring this need.”  Id.

at 1191.
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the detainees received medical treatment (3%), and a few

incidents of inappropriate action.8  Indeed, there is no

evidence of Defendants denying critical medical care to a

detainee with dire consequences.  As most detainees are

released within a day or two, medical care may have been

delayed, rather than denied.

In addition, Defendants assert that complying with TEDS

standards should provide detainees with adequate access to

their prescriptions because these standards provide for

detainees’ medications to “be self-administered under the

supervision of an officer/agent,” and both parties’ experts

agreed that “referring a patient to the hospital to obtain a U.S.

prescription” is acceptable.

Plaintiffs’ reply brief reveals little or no evidence of

inadequate medical treatment of detainees.  Plaintiffs

question whether Border Patrol agents really receive training

as first responders and note that very few have training as

EMTs and Paramedics.  This may be true, but says nothing

about the adequacy of medical care currently delivered. 

Plaintiffs argue that it cannot be true that all medical issues

are referred to the hospital when medical treatment is needed,

8 Plaintiffs relate instances where: (1) the agents withheld a pregnant

woman’s medication even though she yelled in pain, and told her not to

cry because she was just going to be deported; (2) a woman’s medication

for an ovarian cyst was confiscated and withheld for the 12 hours she was

detained; (3) the government confiscated a woman’s migraine-headache

medicine after she turned herself in to the Border Patrol; and (4) the

government ignored a man’s plea for the prescription medication he

needed to treat a painful heart condition.  Accepting that these actions

were wrong, Plaintiffs have not shown that the errors were not corrected. 

Moreover, they are not sufficient to establish a practice or policy that

requires preliminary injunctive relief.
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because only 527 out of 17,000 detainees were referred to the

hospital.  But this low number is not unreasonable given that

over half of the detainees are processed in less than 24 hours. 

Plaintiffs also argue that Defendants overstate their expert’s

claims concerning their ability to identify and treat

communicable diseases.  But this is not evidence that

detainees with symptoms of a communicable disease are not

identified, segregated, and treated, if necessary.  Finally,

Plaintiffs challenge whether the practice of confiscating

medications at intake is an acceptable practice, and argue that

hearsay declarations concerning Plaintiffs’ medication claims

are admissible at a preliminary injunction hearing.  Again,

this is not evidence that Defendants have not provided, or will

not provide, adequate medical care.

We do not question that Plaintiffs have real and

substantial concerns with the adequacy of the medical care

provided to detainees.  Rather, we hold only that Plaintiffs

have not shown that the district court abused its discretion in

determining, as a preliminary matter, that Defendants, by

complying with the TEDS standards, are providing adequate

medical care.  Plaintiffs have not carried their burden of

showing that the district court’s decision is “illogical,

implausible, or without support in inferences that may be

drawn from the record.”  Hinkson, 585 F.3d at 1262.

IV.  CONCLUSION

This litigation arises out of the influx of detainees in the

Tucson Sector of the U.S. Border Patrol in 2015.  The district

court carefully considered Plaintiffs’ allegations of

constitutional violations, recognized the guidance provided

by the Supreme Court in Bell, 441 U.S. 520, and issued a

limited preliminary injunction requiring Defendants to
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provide detainees with mats and blankets after 12 hours. 

Defendants have failed to show that, in doing so, the district

court misapprehended Bell or that the preliminary injunction

is overly rigid or burdensome.  We also find unpersuasive

Plaintiffs’ assertions that the district court should have

required Defendants to provide detainees with beds, showers,

and medical treatment provided by medical professionals. 

Plaintiffs have not shown that the district court’s

determinations were “illogical, implausible, or without

support in inferences that may be drawn from the record.” 

Hinkson, 585 F.3d at 1262.  The district court recognized the

unique mission of the Border Patrol and, at least for the

purposes of a preliminary injunction, reasonably balanced the

government’s interests and the detainees’ constitutional

rights.  The district court’s orders are AFFIRMED.
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